WHAT MAKES NECKY DIFFERENT?

Born in the Pacific Northwest, Necky Kayaks introduced our first kayak in the mid-1970s. The aim was to create a stable, roomy, comfortable vessel that the average paddler could take out on the ocean. We did so by adapting a high-volume whitewater design, adding more length and width and a larger cockpit.

It was the first of many competitive fiberglass kayaks we would make in the 1970s. By the 1980s we had added composite touring kayaks to our portfolio and also introduced the first polymer model. Less expensive than fiberglass designs, it had the advantage of being virtually indestructible. Necky soon became a leader in high performance touring kayaks.

Today, the innovations are still coming. Seats that provide maximum control without sacrificing comfort. Advanced materials that are significantly stronger, stiffer and lighter than anything else on the market. Award-winning hulls specifically designed to optimize the paddler’s experience in the water. Necky continues to advance the art of kayaking.

From our fastest composite racing kayak to our most playful recreational kayak, every Necky is crafted to optimize the performance of not only the boat, but the paddler as well.

Our boats embody what we see as a purity of form and function...the sleek lines and elegant shapes reflect all that is beautiful and adept in the liquid world. In doing this, we bring you a line of performance kayaks that is as unique as each paddler.

EVERY NECKY IS CRAFTED TO OPTIMIZE THE PERFORMANCE OF NOT ONLY THE BOAT, BUT THE PADDLER AS WELL.
Necky Kayaks has vast experience in drawing on the inherent qualities of polyethylene and composite materials. Our careful application of technology creates drier, stronger and lighter boats that perform year after year under the PolyLite™

As a pioneer in the art of rotomolding kayaks, Necky has worked hard to create a polymer specifically designed for recreational kayak use. Many manufacturers simply add polyethylene to provide durability and prevent defects. Our Necky PolyLite material optimizes stiffness, durability and impact resistance while keeping the overall weight of the kayak down. Our PolyLite blend also has UV inhibitors mixed into the polyethylene. This addition will help maintain the life of the kayak despite repeated exposure to the sun.

Linear Select™ Necky Kayaks’ Linear Select is a unique blend of Superlinear™ polyethylene. This premium material costs more, but it’s worth it! Bombproof durability! Linear Select is one of the stiffest resins on the market, developed specifically to meet a variety of applications from calm waters to rough open seas. Linear Select properties allow for excellent consistency in molding and wall thickness in every kayak we build. In addition, Linear Select has UV inhibitors to protect your kayak against sun damage.

Advanced Composite™ Our Advanced Composite lay-ups are specifically designed to take a beating in rock gardens, surf poundings, and expedition use. Consulting with experts in both the aerospace and yacht industries, Necky produces laminates that yield significantly stronger, stiffer and lighter kayaks far exceeding what’s typical in the industry. Our unique Advanced Composite kayaks feature materials that are carefully layered in. We also layer an additional core in specific areas to increase the overall stiffness. The result is an extremely strong kayak that can endure a significant amount of impact. Many of our Advanced Composite kayaks are offered in both fiberglass and carbon lay-ups.

100% Recycled Plastic Made with 100% post-industrial plastic, our new recycled kayaks not only perform well on the water, they are environmentally friendly. Necky Kayaks recycles our own plastic and cutouts to produce these unique kayaks. In addition, Necky donates one percent of the gross sales of our recycled boats to Waterkeeper Alliance. These kayaks help pave the way toward a better environment tomorrow, and cleaner waterways today.

At Necky we believe that kayaks are a blend of art, experience and science. Hydrodynamic and hydrostatic principles govern every design, but it’s important to realize that even the most sophisticated computer modeling programs can’t account for every variable of sea kayak design. Add a human being, some wind and heavy chop, and what was great theoretically on the computer can be a handful in reality.

This is where the experience of our design team, and hand shaping, are applied to computer modeling to achieve designs that work in the real world. By utilizing the computer, we can quickly cut a basic shape to our specs. We then refine by hand and paddle that model in a variety of conditions which begins the hand shaping, fine-tuning process. This is a tedious, time-consuming effort, and often major adjustments are made to the design by our shapers. After repeated testing within our team and lateral focus groups, we finalize the design and begin the tooling process.

A kayak is evolved to meet specific design requirements, and as such there is no ‘perfect’ kayak. Designers balance numerous variables to achieve the best balance of attributes for a given design intent. That’s why a Chatham 17 is entirely different from a Looksha 17. We also believe that the eye and touch of a craftsperson adds soul and beauty that enhances the overall design.

WE BELIEVE THAT THE EYE AND TOUCH OF A CRAFTSPERSON ADDS SOUL AND BEAUTY THAT ENHANCES THE OVERALL DESIGN.

NECKY MATERIALS

We believe that the eye and touch of a craftsperson adds soul and beauty that enhances the overall design.
DESIGNING A KAYAK

Designing a kayak is a complex proposition. For every performance element gained, another may be diminished. Kayak design can be a delicate negotiation which, when done well, minimizes this sort of compromise. Of course the paddler and the water also have a say in how a boat performs. Each paddler is as distinct and different as our kayaks, and the water is an ever-changing medium. So a kayak must be built to come alive and respond to the conditions and possibilities of both.

CHOOSING YOUR KAYAK

RECREATIONAL KAYAKS

With that said, there are some basic features to understand before you choose your kayak. Performance comes down to a few things combined: the shape of the hull (remember that no perfect hull exists, except maybe in theory), the skills and condition of the paddler and the nature of the water. We suggest you take time to study kayak design, talk to a dealer, visit our website (www.neckykayaks.com) and seek out instruction to help you make the best choice.

SKY™ polymer

STANDARD: Comfortable seat with padding, adjustable foot pedals, cup holder. OPTIONAL STERN HATCH.

ABOUT: Our smallest, lightest and most user-friendly rec kayak. Measuring just 9’6”, this stable, compact kayak is equally at home on the ocean, lake or river. The Sky features a large, spacious cockpit for comfort and ease of entry. Load it atop your car easily, and when you get to the water let the sky be the limit as to where it can take you.

LENGTH: 9’ 6” (2.9 m)  |  WIDTH: 26” (66 cm)  |  WEIGHT: 41 lbs (18.6 kg)  |  COCKPIT: 39.5” x 17” (100.3 x 43.2 cm)  |  COLORS: Sunrise, Yellow

MANITOU SPORT™ polymer

STANDARD: Extrasport® Seating System, stern hatch (13.5” x 9.75”) with bulkhead, adjustable foot pedals.

ABOUT: The shortest boat in our Manitou line, the 10’ 11” Sport combines stability and performance into one user-friendly paddling package. An efficient hull effortlessly turns paddle strokes into propulsion and provides true-as-an-arrow tracking, whether you’re on the ocean, lake or lazy river.

LENGTH: 10’ 11” (3.3 m)  |  WIDTH: 26.5” (66.7 cm)  |  WEIGHT: 44 lbs (19.9 kg)  |  COCKPIT: 39.5” x 17” (100.3 x 43.2 cm)  |  COLORS: Sunrise, Cloud, Red, Yellow, Azure, Mango
Our day touring line offers something for everyone. All four boats in our Manitou line are scaled-down versions of our popular sea kayaks, giving beginners the performance and control of our award-winning designs combined with the stability and comfort of a recreational kayak. Our Looksha series offers efficient, high-performance hulls which are perfect for everyone from beginners to advanced paddlers looking for a boat they will never outgrow.

**MANITOU 13** polymer

| STANDARD: | Extrasport® Seating System, Comfort Fit™ high braces, stern hatch (13.5” x 9.75”)/with bulkhead, adjustable foot pedals, reflective safety perimeter line. |
| ABOUT: | Versatility makes the Manitou 13 the most popular boat in the line. Paddle it and you won’t know if you’re in a rec kayak or a more high-performance touring craft. Blending speed, handling and stability, it features a large, user-friendly cockpit, a rear hatch for day storage and bulkhead for safety. |
| LENGTH: | 12’ 10.5” (3.9 m) |
| WIDTH: | 26.75” (62.9 cm) |
| WEIGHT: | 45 lbs (20.4 kg) |
| COCKPIT: | 34.5” x 16.25” (87.6 x 41.3 cm) |
| COLORS: | Sunrise, Cloud, Red, Yellow, Azure, Mango |

**MANITOU 13** composite

| STANDARD: | Light weight, composite seat with back band, composite thigh braces, stern hatch (13.5” x 9.75”)/with bulkhead, adjustable foot pedals, reflective safety perimeter line. |
| ABOUT: | Combine the fun of a day touring kayak with the characteristics of a high-end composite sea kayak and what do you get? Necky’s Manitou 13 Advanced Composite. This kayak features a composite seat with supportive back band, composite high braces, stern hatch and more. Best of all, it’s a cinch to haul! |
| LENGTH: | 12’ 10.5” (3.9 m) |
| WIDTH: | 26.75” (62.9 cm) |
| WEIGHT: | 39 lbs (17.7 kg) |
| COCKPIT: | 34.5” x 16.25” (87.6 x 41.3 cm) |
| DECK COLORS: | Red, Yellow, Blue, Mango |

**MANITOU 14** polymer

| STANDARD: | Extrasport® Seating System, retractable skeg featuring kink-free Necky Wire™, Comfort Fit™ high braces, bow and stern hatches (14” x 9” / 13.5” x 9.75”)/with bulkheads, adjustable foot pedals, reflective safety perimeter line. |
| ABOUT: | With a retractable skeg, high-performance hull and ample storage, the Manitou 14 will give most sea kayaks a run for their money. Efficient in wind and larger seas, the Manitou 14 is easy for the beginning paddler and fun for the most advanced paddler. Excellent directional stability and maneuverability are only a few of the performance characteristics you will discover when paddling this great day touring design. |
| LENGTH: | 14’ 4” (4.4 m) |
| WIDTH: | 24” (61 cm) |
| WEIGHT: | 49 lbs (22.2 kg) |
| COCKPIT: | 35.5” x 16.5” (90.2 x 41.9 cm) |
| COLORS: | Sunrise, Cloud, Red, Yellow, Azure, Mango |

**MANITOU 14** composite

| STANDARD: | Light weight, composite seat with back band, retractable skeg featuring kink-free Necky Wire™, composite high braces, bow and stern hatches (14” x 9” / 13.5” x 9.75”)/with bulkheads, adjustable foot pedals, reflective safety perimeter line. |
| ABOUT: | Longer than the Manitou 13, the Manitou 14 Advanced Composite is perfect for the paddler who is looking for a lightweight, day touring kayak. Built with an infused fiberglass construction, the Manitou 14 Advanced Composite is lighter, stiffer and more responsive. It features a composite seat with a supportive back band, composite high braces, two hatches with bulkheads and a retractable skeg. Fun to handle on the water and easy to handle once you’re off the water. |
| LENGTH: | 14’ 4” (4.4 m) |
| WIDTH: | 24” (61 cm) |
| WEIGHT: | 44 lbs (19.9 kg) |
| COCKPIT: | 35.5” x 16.5” (90.2 x 41.9 cm) |
| DECK COLORS: | Red, Yellow, Blue, Mango |
**LOOKSHA 12” polymer**

**LENGTH:** 12’ 1” (4.0 m)  |  **WIDTH:** 25.5” (64.8 cm)  |  **WEIGHT:** 50 lbs (22.7 kg)  |  **COCKPIT:** 34” x 16.75” (86.4 x 42.5 cm)  |  **COLORS:** Sunrise, Cloud, Red, Yellow, Azure, Mango

ABOUT: Paddle the Looksha 12 once and you won’t want to paddle anything else. The Looksha 12 is compact yet it features everything you need for a longer paddling adventure. The large roomy cockpit combined with the Extrasport Seating system offer an extremely comfortable ride. The compact size and excellent maneuverability make the Looksha 12 a fun choice for coastal exploration and inward touring.

**OUTFITTED: **Rudder system, Extrasport seat pad with large supportive back band, Comfort Fit™ high braces, bow and stern Cross Lock™ hatches with bulkheads, deck rigging, reflective safety perimeter line. **YELLOW ONLY.**

**STANDARD:** Extrasport Seating System®, Comfort Fit™ high braces, bow and stern Cross Lock™ hatches with neoprene covers and bulkheads (12.75” x 15.5” x 9”), easy to adjust foot braces, reflective safety perimeter line. **OPTIONAL RUDDER SYSTEM.**

**RECYCLED:** Same features as the standard model plus 100% recycled plastic and special graphics. **NECKY’S FIRST ANGLER KAYAK.**

**LOOKSHA 12 Si™ polymer**

**LENGTH:** 12’ 1” (4.0 m)  |  **WIDTH:** 25” (63.5 cm)  |  **WEIGHT:** 41 lbs (18.6 kg)  |  **COCKPIT:** 34” x 16.75” (86.4 x 42.5 cm)  |  **COLORS:** Sunrise, Cloud, Red, Yellow, Azure, Mango

ABOUT: The Looksha 12 Si has the same great features as the Looksha 12. What’s the difference? The 12 Si has been designed and sized down to fit small to medium build paddlers. After all, you wouldn’t wear a size 14 shoe if you are a size 7.

**OUTFITTED: **Rudder system, Extrasport seat pad with large supportive back band, Comfort Fit™ high braces, bow and stern Cross Lock™ hatches with bulkheads, deck rigging, reflective safety perimeter line. **YELLOW ONLY.**

**STANDARD:** Extrasport Seating System, Comfort Fit™ high braces, bow and stern Cross Lock™ hatches (12.75” x 16” x 9”), with neoprene covers and bulkheads, easy to adjust foot braces, reflective safety perimeter line. **OPTIONAL RUDDER SYSTEM.**

**LOOKSHA 14” polymer**

**LENGTH:** 14’ 1.5” (4.3 m)  |  **WIDTH:** 26.5” (67.3 cm)  |  **WEIGHT:** 57 lbs (25.9 kg)  |  **COCKPIT:** 35.5” x 16.5” (90.2 x 41.9 cm)  |  **COLORS:** Sunrise, Cloud, Red, Yellow, Azure, Mango

ABOUT: Looking for a compact kayak that can carry a load? Check out the sporty Looksha 14. Sleek lines combined with a large roomy cockpit make the Looksha 14 perfect for touring and coastal exploring. The Looksha 14 has excellent tracking and glide, while offering great edge control with a smooth transition between primary and secondary stability. This kayak features a comfortable seating system, easy to open Cross Lock hatches with bulkheads (12.75” x 15.5” x 9”), reflective safety perimeter line, adjustable foot pedals. **YELLOW ONLY.**

**STANDARD:** Rudder system, Extrasport® Seating System, Comfort Fit™ high braces, adjustable foot pedals, reflective safety perimeter line. Cross Lock™ hatches with bulkheads (12.75” x 15.5” x 9”). **OPTIONAL RUDDER SYSTEM.**

**COLORS:** Same features as the standard model plus 100% recycled plastic and special graphics. **NECKY’S FIRST ANGLER KAYAK.**

**LOOKSHA 14” recycled**

**LENGTH:** 14’ 1.5” (4.3 m)  |  **WIDTH:** 26.5” (67.3 cm)  |  **WEIGHT:** 57 lbs (25.9 kg)  |  **COCKPIT:** 35.5” x 16.5” (90.2 x 41.9 cm)  |  **COLORS:** Sunrise, Cloud, Red, Yellow, Azure, Mango

ABOUT: Necky is also proud to give back to our environment. One percent of gross sales from recycled Looksha 14 will be donated to Waterkeeper Alliance. **NECKY’S FIRST ANGLER KAYAK.**

**STANDARD:** Extrasport® Seating System, Comfort Fit™ high braces, bow and stern Cross Lock™ hatches with neoprene covers and bulkheads (13” x 15” x 9”), easy to adjust hull braces, reflective safety perimeter line. **OPTIONAL RUDDER SYSTEM.**

**OUTFITTED: **Rudder system, Extrasport seat pad with large supportive back band, Comfort Fit™ high braces, bow and stern Cross Lock™ hatches with bulkheads, deck rigging, reflective safety perimeter line. **YELLOW ONLY.**

**ZOAR SPORT™ polymer**

**LENGTH:** 14’ (4.3 m)  |  **WIDTH:** 26.5” (67.3 cm)  |  **WEIGHT:** 57 lbs (25.9 kg)  |  **COCKPIT:** 35.5” x 16.5” (90.2 x 41.9 cm)  |  **COLORS:** Sunrise, Yellow

ABOUT: Tried and true, the Zoar Sport is a Necky classic. This 14’ kayak features an extremely large cockpit with ample leg room and comfortable seating. Exceptional stability makes this a great choice for bird watchers, photographers and anglers.

**STANDARD:** Extrasport® Seating System, bow and stern hatches (9” x 6” / 15” x 10.5”) with bulkheads, safety perimeter line. **OPTIONAL RUDDER SYSTEM.**

**COLORS:** Same features as standard model plus Comfort Fit™ thigh braces, reflective safety perimeter line, two deck mounted rod holders, anchor trolley system, angler graphics, rudder with foot pedals.

**ZOAR SPORT™ angler**

**LENGTH:** 14’ (4.3 m)  |  **WIDTH:** 26.5” (67.3 cm)  |  **WEIGHT:** 57 lbs (25.9 kg)  |  **COCKPIT:** 35.5” x 16.5” (90.2 x 41.9 cm)  |  **COLORS:** Camo

ABOUT: Necky’s first angler kayak, the Zoar Sport Angler has it all. A large cockpit that allows any sport fisherman to move around freely without the fear of tipping. The Zoar Sport Angler features the Extrasport Seating System for couch-like comfort, two rod holders, an anchor trolley, and much more. If you’re looking for a kayak that has exceptional glide and a lot of comfort while you’re landing the big one, check out the Zoar Sport.

**STANDARD:** Extrasport® Seating System, bow and stern hatches (9” x 6” / 15” x 10.5”) with bulkheads, safety perimeter line. **OPTIONAL RUDDER SYSTEM.**

**COLORS:** Camo
Our boats embody what we see as a purity of form and function—the sleek lines and elegant shapes reflect all that is beautiful and adept in the liquid world. In doing this, we bring you a line of performance kayaks that is as unique as each paddler.

**TOURING KAYAKS**

**LOOKSHA 17”™ polymer**

**STANDARD:** Rudder system, Extrasport Seating System, Comfort Fit™ thigh braces, bow and stern Cross Lock hatches (16” x 9.5”) with bulkheads, deck bungee, reflective safety perimeter line.

**ABOUT:** Designed for touring, plain and simple. The Looksha 17™ features two watertight hatches (large openings), Extrasport seat and cockpit tray for easy to reach storage. One of our most popular designs, its stability and high volume allows paddlers to bring the kitchen sink without compromising performance, making it perfect for camping and longer paddling trips.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LENGTH</th>
<th>WIDTH</th>
<th>WEIGHT</th>
<th>COCKPIT</th>
<th>COLORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17' 6&quot; (5.3 m)</td>
<td>23.75&quot; (60.3 cm)</td>
<td>54 lbs (24 kg)</td>
<td>33&quot; x 17&quot; (83.8 x 43.2 cm)</td>
<td>Sunrise, Cloud, Red, Yellow, Azure, Mango</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LOOKSHA 17”™ composite**

**STANDARD:** Rudder system, Extrasport seat pad with back band, composite thigh braces and a rudder system. It’s designed to get you where you’re going as efficiently as possible. One of our most popular designs, its stability and high volume allows paddlers to bring the kitchen sink without compromising performance, making it perfect for camping and longer paddling trips. Available in Fiberglass or Carbon.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LENGTH</th>
<th>WIDTH</th>
<th>WEIGHT</th>
<th>COCKPIT</th>
<th>DECK COLORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17' 6&quot; (5.3 m)</td>
<td>23.75&quot; (60.3 cm)</td>
<td>53 lbs (24 kg)</td>
<td>33&quot; x 17&quot; (83.8 x 43.2 cm)</td>
<td>Red, Yellow, Blue, Mango, Carbon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LOOKSHA IV™ composite**

**STANDARD:** Rudder system, Necky Touring Seat with back band, adjustable thigh braces, bow and stern Cross Lock hatches (12” x 8” / 14” x 10”) with bulkheads, deck rigging, reflective safety perimeter line.

**ABOUT:** The Looksha IV is a design that has been through the test of time. A favorite of many who have paddled the Inside Passage, this kayak combines responsiveness and maneuverability with the volume needed for extended expeditions. It’s at home in big swell or surf, and anywhere else where performance is a must. Available in Fiberglass or Carbon.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LENGTH</th>
<th>WIDTH</th>
<th>WEIGHT</th>
<th>COCKPIT</th>
<th>DECK COLORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17' (5.2 m)</td>
<td>22.5&quot; (57.2 cm)</td>
<td>53 lbs (24 kg)</td>
<td>29.5&quot; x 16&quot; (74.9 x 40.6 cm)</td>
<td>Red, Yellow, Blue, Mango, Carbon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ESKIA™ outfitter polymer**

**STANDARD:** Rudder system, Extrasport seat pad with back band, Comfort Fit™ thigh braces, bow and stern Cross Lock hatches (16” x 9.5”) with bulkheads, deck bungee, reflective safety perimeter line.

**ABOUT:** With an extra large cockpit, the Eskia is a stable, roomy workhorse for a variety of paddlers and conditions. At 25 inches wide, it offers an unwavering ride in wind, choppy seas and waves, making it perfect for even the largest of paddlers seeking a comfortable ride. With two watertight hatches, it’s also perfect for kayak campers looking to load up for several days.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LENGTH</th>
<th>WIDTH</th>
<th>WEIGHT</th>
<th>COCKPIT</th>
<th>COLORS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16' (4.9 m)</td>
<td>25&quot; (63.5 cm)</td>
<td>57 lbs (26 kg)</td>
<td>33&quot; x 18&quot; (83.8 x 46.7 cm)</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHATHAM 16° polymer

ABOUT: The Chatham 16 excels as a rough-water boat, giving Poseidon a run for his money in wind and waves. At just 16’ 6”, its full-chined design offers great stability and maneuverability, making it perfect for rock-gardening, exploration and other coastal kayaking. Gain a tracking advantage with its retractable skeg (featuring our own kink-free Necky Wire™), and stow gear in three water-resistant Valley® hatches.

LENGTH: 16’ 6” (5 m) | WIDTH: 22” (55.8 cm) | WEIGHT: 46 lbs (20.8 kg) | COCKPIT: 30.75” x 14.25” (78.1 x 36.2 cm) | DECK COLORS: Red, Yellow, Blue, Mango, Carbon

Color Chatham 16 pictured

CHATHAM 16° composite

ABOUT: The award-winning Advanced Composite Chatham 16 carries all of the same full-chined features as our polymer version along with significant weight savings. The efficient Chatham 16 composite is a multi-functional boat offering great maneuverability, stability and rough-water performance. Available in Fiberglass or Carbon.

LENGTH: 16’ 6” (5 m) | WIDTH: 22” (55.8 cm) | WEIGHT: (FG) 51 lbs (23.1 kg) (C) 46 lbs (20.8 kg) | COCKPIT: 30.75” x 14.25” (78.1 x 36.2 cm) | DECK COLORS: Red, Yellow, Blue, Mango, Carbon

CHATHAM 17° polymer

ABOUT: The Chatham 17 is the most popular in our Chatham line. A roomy cockpit and added length give it a nice balance and superb rough water performance. With great maneuverability, the Chatham 17 excels at navigating surf zones, rock gardens and conventional ‘littles’. A very full chine provides great stability and quick response to edging and lean turns.

LENGTH: 17’ 5” (5.3 m) | WIDTH: 21.5” (54.6 cm) | WEIGHT: 63 lbs (28.6 kg) | COCKPIT: 33.5” x 17.75” (85.1 x 45 cm) | COLORS: Sunris, Cloud, Red, Yellow, Azure, Mango

CHATHAM 17° composite

ABOUT: Significantly lighter than the polymer model, the composite Chatham 17 offers effortless touring in a Greenland-style hull. Its shape, including a full chine that offers great stability for such a sleek beam, is designed to minimize waveseams while providing maneuverability, stability and unexpected performance in rough conditions. Available in fiberglass or Carbon.

LENGTH: 17’ 5” (5.3 m) | WIDTH: 21.5” (54.6 cm) | WEIGHT: (FG) 51 lbs (23.1 kg) (C) 47 lbs (21.3 kg) | COCKPIT: 33” x 14” (83.8 x 35.6 cm) | DECK COLORS: Red, Yellow, Blue, Mango, Carbon

CHATHAM 18° composite

ABOUT: Our largest single tourer kayak, designed to get you where you’re going as efficiently as possible. Whether serving duty on a crossing or paralleling the coast, it combines speed and seaworthiness with surprising stability for its 20’ 4” beam. While slightly less maneuverable than her shorter siblings, it offers a footprint more for only a pound more. Available in Fiberglass or Carbon.

LENGTH: 17’ 9” (5.4 m) | WIDTH: 20.7” (52.6 cm) | WEIGHT: (FG) 51 lbs (23.1 kg) (C) 48 lbs (21.7 kg) | COCKPIT: 37.25” x 16” (94.6 x 40.6 cm) | DECK COLORS: Red, Yellow, Blue, Mango, Carbon

ELIZA™ polymer

ABOUT: Named after an island in the San Juans not far from our factory, the Eliza is perfect for small to medium build female paddlers. Designed with women’s proportions in mind, the Eliza is a touring boat with an efficient hull that handles everything from wind to waves. It’s stable for novices, while letting advanced paddlers maneuver it on edge. With a deck designed to shed water and minimize windage, its streamlined design helps paddlers go further faster with less effort, while its generous cockpit and ergonomic fit make it as comfortable as your favorite tee or pair of jeans. One percent of the Eliza’s gross sales are donated to the Breast Cancer Fund.

LENGTH: 15’ 3” (4.7 m) | WIDTH: 22” (55.8 cm) | WEIGHT: (FG) 57 lbs (25.9 kg) | COCKPIT: 28.25” x 15” (71.8 x 38.1 cm) | DECK COLORS: Red, Yellow, Blue, Mango, Fuchsia, Periwinkle

ELIZA™ composite

ABOUT: Woman spoke and we listened. We want a kayak that is easy to load onto a car and carry down to the beach. Our Eliza Advanced Composite is one of the lightest, most high-performance kayaks designed just for women. Specially engineered for female paddlers, the Advanced Composite is slightly narrower than our polymer version, with an ergonomic fit contoured to a woman’s proportions. To shallow V hull balances tracking and maneuverability, remaining stable for beginners and letting more advanced paddlers maximize it on edge. Bottom line? You’ll go farther faster with less effort, both on and off the water. One percent of the Eliza’s gross sales are donated to the Breast Cancer Fund.

LENGTH: 15’ 3” (4.7 m) | WIDTH: 21” (53.3 cm) | WEIGHT: 67 lbs (30.4 kg) | COCKPIT: 34.75” x 15.75” (88.4 x 39.1 cm) | DECK COLORS: Red, Yellow, Blue, Mango, Fuchsia

TOURING KAYAKS
TANDEM KAYAKS

Don’t want to paddle solo? Our tandem line offers something for everyone. If you’re looking for a recreational tandem that the whole family will enjoy, consider the innovative Manitou II. Or, perhaps you’re looking for a more performance-style touring kayak that both adventure racers and weekend warriors love. So check out the new Looksha T. Our premium Advanced Composite Amaruk and Nootka Plus, round out our tandem portfolio.

MANITOU II™ polymer

ABOUT: Double your paddling pleasure in the Manitou II, a versatile tandem combining the best attributes of our rec and touring lines. Designed for one, two or three people (two adults and a small child), the Manitou II is stable and sleek, offering a unique combination of comfort and performance. At just 14’ 8”, its compact size allows for easy maneuvering and car-topping, while still offering comfortable, roomy cockpits.

LENGTH: 14' 8" (4.5 m) | WIDTH: 28" (71.1 cm) | WEIGHT: 71 lbs (33 kg) | COCKPIT: 35.5" x 17.3" (90.2 x 43.8 cm) | COLORS: Sunrise, Cloud, Red, Yellow, Azure, Mango

STEERING OPTIONS:
- Standard: Extrasport® Seating System (stern seat adjusts forward for solo paddling), stern hatch (13.5" x 9.75"), kid’s jump seat, deck bungee, OPTIONAL RUDDER SYSTEM.

LOOKSHA T™ polymer

ABOUT: The long-awaited Looksha T is finally here. This tandem is unlike anything on the market. A modern version of the popular Amaruk, outfitters and expedition racers will love the sporty new design with added features. Stable yet roomy, the Looksha T features two large hatches, rudder, comfortable composite seats and more. Designed for longer trips, the Looksha T is the perfect choice for any tandem tour.

LENGTH: 18' 1" (5.5 m) | WIDTH: 30" (76.2 cm) | WEIGHT: 92 lbs (41.7 kg) | COCKPIT: 35.5" x 17.3" (90.2 x 43.8 cm) | COLORS: Sunrise, Cloud, Red, Yellow, Azure, Mango

STEERING OPTIONS:
- Standard: Comfortable cushioned composite seats with removable pedestal, bow and stern Cross Lock™ hatches with neoprene covers and bulkheads, Comfort Fit™ thigh braces, reflective safety perimeter line, deck bungee, rudder with foot braces.

AMURAK™ composite

ABOUT: Just because our Amaruk tandem has soft chines, doesn’t mean your adventure has to be soft. Blending efficiency with user-friendliness and enough buoyancy to provide a dry ride in rough water, it’s perfect for everything from wilderness exploration to fishing. And at just over 19 feet, it’s more portable than many other composite tandems of its caliber.

LENGTH: 19' 2.5" (5.8 m) | WIDTH: 28.5" (72.4 cm) | WEIGHT: 88 lbs (39.9 kg) | COCKPIT: 31" x 16.5" (78.7 x 41.9 cm) | DECK COLORS: Red, Yellow

STEERING OPTIONS:
- Standard: Comfortable seats, bow and stern hatches (12" x 9" / 13" x 13" / 14.5" x 10.5") with bulkheads, deck bungee, rudder system with foot pedals.

NOOTKA PLUS™ composite

ABOUT: The Nootka Plus is our most serious tandem touring kayak. This composite tandem features extra flare above the waterline for stability and buoyancy. Take it out for as long as you want, with whatever you want, and enjoy streamlined efficiency all the way to camp and back home.

LENGTH: 22' 5" (6.8 m) | WIDTH: 27" (68.6 cm) | WEIGHT: 99 lbs (44.9 kg) | COCKPIT: 31" x 16.5" (78.7 x 41.9 cm) | DECK COLORS: Red, Yellow

STEERING OPTIONS:
- Standard: Comfortable seats, three large hatches with bulkheads (12" x 9" / 13" x 13" / 15.5" x 10.5"), deck bungee, reflective safety perimeter line, rudder system with foot pedals.

ABOUT:
Double your paddling pleasure in the Manitou II, a versatile tandem combining the best attributes of our rec and touring lines. Designed for one, two or three people (two adults and a small child), the Manitou II is stable and sleek, offering a unique combination of comfort and performance. At just 14’ 8”, its compact size allows for easy maneuvering and car-topping, while still offering comfortable, roomy cockpits.

LENGTH: 14’ 8” (4.5 m) | WIDTH: 28” (71.1 cm) | WEIGHT: 71 lbs (33 kg) | COCKPIT: 35.5” x 17.3” (90.2 x 43.8 cm) | COLORS: Sunrise, Cloud, Red, Yellow, Azure, Mango

STEERING OPTIONS:
- Standard: Extrasport® Seating System (stern seat adjusts forward for solo paddling), stern hatch (13.5” x 9.75”), kid’s jump seat, deck bungee, OPTIONAL RUDDER SYSTEM.

ABOUT: The long-awaited Looksha T is finally here. This tandem is unlike anything on the market. A modern version of the popular Amaruk, outfitters and expedition racers will love the sporty new design with added features. Stable yet roomy, the Looksha T features two large hatches, rudder, comfortable composite seats and more. Designed for longer trips, the Looksha T is the perfect choice for any tandem tour.

LENGTH: 18’ 1” (5.5 m) | WIDTH: 30” (76.2 cm) | WEIGHT: 92 lbs (41.7 kg) | COCKPIT: 35.5” x 17.3” (90.2 x 43.8 cm) | COLORS: Sunrise, Cloud, Red, Yellow, Azure, Mango

STEERING OPTIONS:
- Standard: Comfortable cushioned composite seats with removable pedestal, bow and stern Cross Lock™ hatches with neoprene covers and bulkheads, Comfort Fit™ thigh braces, reflective safety perimeter line, deck bungee, rudder with foot braces.

ABOUT: Just because our Amaruk tandem has soft chines, doesn’t mean your adventure has to be soft. Blending efficiency with user-friendliness and enough buoyancy to provide a dry ride in rough water, it’s perfect for everything from wilderness exploration to fishing. And at just over 19 feet, it’s more portable than many other composite tandems of its caliber.

LENGTH: 19’ 2.5” (5.8 m) | WIDTH: 28.5” (72.4 cm) | WEIGHT: 88 lbs (39.9 kg) | COCKPIT: 31” x 16.5” (78.7 x 41.9 cm) | DECK COLORS: Red, Yellow

STEERING OPTIONS:
- Standard: Comfortable seats, bow and stern hatches (12” x 9” / 13” x 13” / 14.5” x 10.5”) with bulkheads, deck bungee, rudder system with foot pedals.

ABOUT: The Nootka Plus is our most serious tandem touring kayak. This composite tandem features extra flare above the waterline for stability and buoyancy. Take it out for as long as you want, with whatever you want, and enjoy streamlined efficiency all the way to camp and back home.

LENGTH: 22’ 5” (6.8 m) | WIDTH: 27” (68.6 cm) | WEIGHT: 99 lbs (44.9 kg) | COCKPIT: 31” x 16.5” (78.7 x 41.9 cm) | DECK COLORS: Red, Yellow

STEERING OPTIONS:
- Standard: Comfortable seats, three large hatches with bulkheads (12” x 9” / 13” x 13” / 15.5” x 10.5”), deck bungee, reflective safety perimeter line, rudder system with foot pedals.
Necky Kayaks offers some of the best hatch systems in the industry. Our bulkheads are bonded and sealed to prevent leakage. It is our belief that you should not sacrifice safety when producing kayaks. And, while some manufacturers do not include foam pillows or bulkheads in their kayaks, all of Necky Kayak come standard with floatation pillars and/or bulkheads to ensure your boat with floatation. While some manufacturers do not include foam pillows or bulkheads in their kayaks, all of Necky Kayaks come standard with floatation pillars and/or bulkheads to ensure your boat will still stay afloat even if it gets swamped.

Necky Outfitter Seat

The most comfortable seat on the market, the Extrasport seat uses a shape-molded EVA foam ultra-plush seat pad and backrest up to 4" thick. Its progressive cushioning effect makes the seat soft at first, then becoming more supportive for all-day paddling. The backrest is adjustable fore-and-aft, up and down, and has an automatic lumbar angle adjustment. The angle of the seat pan is also adjustable. All of these adjustments are conveniently located so you can adjust it once, or as you go. Made of durable molded foam, this seat pad is designed to reduce pressure on your sciatic nerve. This helps prevent most paddler’s feet and legs from falling asleep when paddling longer distances by improving blood flow around the gluteus maximus. In addition, the seat pad does not retain water. The touring seat pads also feature a back band with a forward adjustment system to provide ample lumbar support, movement and comfort for most body types.

Reflective Skeg

Our retractable skeg allows you to adjust the trim of your kayak. Unlike the rudder, a skeg is not operated by foot pedals as it does not help you turn like a rudder will. However when deployed even a few inches, it can be advantageous in high wind conditions and strong currents. Your Necky skeg incorporates our own Necky Wire™. This is a highly durable and kink-resistant wire common to the medical industry. It is unaffected by salt water and does not stiffen over time. As well, it’s hardly noticeable that Necky Wire™ will ever kink. In testing we’ve experienced no failures, even when the skeg was repeatedly slammed against logs or hard rocks jammed inside the skeg box.

Extrasport® Seating System

The Extrasport seat is the most popular feature on a kayak. It is important that you select a kayak with a seating system that you are extremely comfortable in. Your comfort will be the difference between 5 minutes in a boat versus 5 hours (or 5 days!). Most of our kayaks feature the Extrasport Seating System, the Necky touring seat with back band or the outfitter seating system. Our seats can be adjusted to offer the maximum amount of comfort you will need for any journey on the water.

Seating System

Seating is the most popular feature on a kayak. It is important that you select a kayak with a seating system that you are extremely comfortable in. Your comfort will be the difference between 5 minutes in a boat versus 5 hours (or 5 days!). Most of our kayaks feature the Extrasport Seating System, the Necky touring seat with back band or the outfitter seating system. Our seats can be adjusted to offer the maximum amount of comfort you will need for any journey on the water.

RETRACTABLE SKEG

When deployed you use the foot pedals to guide the kayak to the right or the left. A rudder is used for keeping your boat on track, especially when weather conditions change. It can help make your journey safer and more enjoyable.

THIGH BRACES

Adjustable Thigh Braces

Standard on many of our sea touring kayaks, these thigh braces can be easily adjusted to provide optimal fit and control. Necky Composite Thigh Braces

Our composite thigh brace system combines support with a moderately aggressive fit and comfort. The composite lay up allows us to achieve the best bracing system without adding a lot of weight. Our Comfort Fit™ thigh braces are designed to provide the ultimate comfort while paddling. Durable yet lightweight, these thigh braces can also be adjusted to provide a snug fit for almost any leg length. Our Neo Hatch is a proven design that will endure every stress placed on a kayak hatch without fail. The neo gasket covers the hatch opening and is backed up by a hard cover that is strapped in place. This type of redundancy results in a dry hatch that will not pop off in rough conditions. This provides greater control while paddling. Thigh braces allow you to grip the boat with your inner thighs. Thigh braces can be easily adjusted to provide a snug fit to the inside of the kayak. A rudder will turn like a rudder will. However when deployed even a few inches, it can be advantageous in high wind conditions and strong currents. Our Comfort Fit foam thigh braces are designed to provide the ultimate comfort without minimizing the paddlers’ mobility in the boat. Most of our Looksha models and the Eskia are offered with this seating option.

Seating System

Seating is the most popular feature on a kayak. It is important that you select a kayak with a seating system that you are extremely comfortable in. Your comfort will be the difference between 5 minutes in a boat versus 5 hours (or 5 days!). Most of our kayaks feature the Extrasport Seating System, the Necky touring seat with back band or the outfitter seating system. Our seats can be adjusted to offer the maximum amount of comfort you will need for any journey on the water.

ACCESSORIES & KITS

Check us out online at neckykayaks.com for a complete list of kits, accessories, and Necky gear.